Abstract

In today’s life health care is the very important factor. Each and every day there is new inventions coming out in health care. These inventions provide us new advanced health care services such as new techniques for detection and prevention of diseases and suggestion for new medicines. Detection of disease needs to analyze the biomedical data of human being to classify them into the fit and unfit person with respect to diagnosis of particular disease. There are different classification algorithms in data mining. Till now many researchers have used various algorithms in health care services to increase an accuracy of prediction of diseases. This paper focuses on a proposed system used to detect disease by analyzing symptoms and test reports. It predicts whether the individual has the disease or not. It also gives the stage of
the disease the person is suffering from. This system also provides the visualization of the report which helps the patients from the nonmedical background to understand the stage of the diseases. The genetic classification algorithm OlexGA is used for detection of disease and specific stage. The proposed System will work as diagnostic as well as the preventive method for individual. The an important characteristic of the proposed system is its adaptive nature of new symptoms and tests that do not exist in the system. The system is trained automatically to adapt itself to new symptoms and tests of the patients.
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